Concerns about inherited risk of breast cancer prior to diagnosis in Japanese patients with breast complaints.
The purpose of this study was to reveal characteristics that underlie patients' expressions of concern about their genetic risk of breast cancer at an initial outpatient clinic visit prior to a definitive diagnosis of cancer. A total of 233 women, at their initial outpatient clinic visits, participated in semi-structured and open-ended interviews that surveyed their anxieties, worries, thoughts, and feelings. Each patient completed a self-administered survey comprising questions about her family history of breast cancer and responded to a questionnaire that assessed psychological distress. Patients were divided into those who expressed concerns about inherited risk of breast cancer during the interview (expression group, n = 39) and those who did not (non-expression group, n = 194). Although patients in the expression group tended to have higher rates of breast cancer in their families, patients without a family history of breast cancer also expressed concerns. We used qualitative content analysis to identify the emotions and thoughts of patients expressing these concerns. Patients with a family history of breast cancer experienced anxiety/worry, risk-reducing behavior, acceptance, objective fact, and denial, whereas patients without a family history of breast cancer experienced anxiety/worry, risk-reducing behavior, surprise/shock, acceptance, objective fact, denial, optimistic thought, regret, and realistic thought. Some patients in the breast clinic had concerns about their inherited risk of cancer, despite lacking a family history of breast cancer. Health care professionals should inquire about family histories and provide appropriate support and counseling to patients as needed, regardless of the patient's genetic risk for the disease.